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Into the

Tailor Made

AT HIGHMEADOWS, LINDA ALLARD DESIGNS A RUNWAY OF A DIFFERENT STRIPE
BY TOVAH MARTIN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY CLAIRE TAKACS

Classic Cut When the gates are thrown open in the center
axis at Highmeadows, they reveal the orchard framed by
a row of columnar crabapples bedded in catmint. Pruning of
the trees is done by Arbor Services of CT. See Resources.
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Crop Plants (this photo) Every year, Linda Allard rotates her crops for a novel configuration
in the vegetable beds. Cozy Coordinates (bottom) A formal garden features a boxwood
parterre filled with salvia. See Resources.

I

Timeless Elegance (above) A series of archways are clad in
‘Bobbie James’ climbing rose framing a classical statue. Linda Allard
(below) personally selects all of the plantings. See Resources.

“I know you so well,” was all architect David Allard had to say to convince
his sister that he should design her Litchfield County home in 1992. At the
time, Linda Allard spent many weeks annually in Europe, gathering inspiration and textiles for her fashion label at Ellen Tracy. Not only was she in need
of a retreat to escape from the fashion frenzy, but she also wanted a place
that expressed her strong aesthetic for interior décor and her very hands-on
approach to the outdoors. Both siblings knew that a Venetian villa would be
the inspiration for the spacious house with a breathtaking view surveying the
Litchfield hills. But the telling moment came when David asked his sister,
“What do you want to see from each room?” At that juncture, the garden
became integral to the program.
Linda’s response came without pause: She wanted her bedroom to overlook
a garden. From there, all the pieces fell into place. Without question, classical
seemed apropos. But unlike the formal gardens usually found in this country,
Linda Allard’s landscape expresses her fondness for food and culinary pursuits.
Although rose arbors waltz up long allées and statuary wades in clouds of
catmint, her gardens are really about the tomatoes, beans, greens, and fruit
they produce.
Based on experience, both Allards understood that a wall would be essential.
Uplifted by the house, the garden got a medieval motif crafted by artisans from
the local abbey, who were consigned to forge hinges and hardware for gates.
The resulting experience feels like a hybrid between time travel and a walk in
the park. Beautiful and bountiful was always part of this narrative. Designed as
a cohesive picture, the stone for the house as well as the gated storage sheds all
came from Minnesota in one shipment. To balance the garden on the parking
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Perennially In Fashion
(clockwise from this photo)
A long terrace is the
perfect place to admire
the view of the Litchfield
hills. The gates protect
crops from nibblers, and
when thrown open, they
reveal the formal design.
Clematis ‘Jackmanii’
extends the blooming
window of the rose
bowers. ‘Ispahan’ rose
combines with clematis
to climb the walls
near the parking courtyard. See Resources.
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Fitting Accessories (clockwise across spread from opposite top) Allard’s most recent project added a waterfall
and pond to beautify a rocky alcove. For continuity, one shipment of stone from Minnesota was used for
the garden sheds as well as the house. The gates to the pool are bowered in thornless ‘Zephirine Drouhin’
rose. Sunken a few steps below the terrace level, the long lean pool balances the vegetable garden. A
whimsical procession of vintage duck statues leads the way to Allard’s art studio. See Resources.

side of the villa, rose-bowered metal fencing leads to an oversized pool
stretching to meet the horizon. A massive orchard below joins the spaces.
At every point in the landscape, the rhythm of color, texture and flow belies
the hand of a designer flowing from the voluptuous rose-bowered arbors
to the deftly clipped hedgework. This is the woman who dressed her fellow
females for success at a time when they were newly moving into the corporate world. “Dressed in the right clothes,” Allard says, “they had the comfort
level to succeed.” And peaceful comfort prevails in her garden. Plus there is a
practical angle. Translated into the landscape, that meant clothing the walls
in espaliered fruit trees and meandering vines with a marvelous statue or urn
tucked into just the right juncture in the scene. This is formality with feeling, purpose and familiarity.
The landscape evolved over time: The garden has grown outward from its
original footprint. From its inception, both Allards wanted access and inclusion for the property’s 30 acres. Beyond the original circuit, Linda added a
studio where she paints, and pathways connect that building to the house. A
woodland garden has been expanded and defined, while a pond and waterfall
add to the more recent naturalistic agenda. It’s all part of the vision. Woven
together, this scene is so scrumptious, it will never go out of fashion. ✹
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